Abstract.
Introduction
In this paper we describe and analyze a new finite element method for timedependent convection-diffusion equations. The method employs space-time elements of arbitrarily high order and is "explicit", allowing the approximate solution to be computed one element at a time. It is tailored to the hyperbolic limit and is potentially well suited to convection-dominated problems.
Our framework will be the model equation
(1.1) un = auxx + f(x,t), (x,t)EQ, where fi is a rectangular domain in R . The term ua denotes the directional derivative a ■ Vu = a,wv + a2u{, where a is a unit vector with a2 > 0. We assume a and a are constant, and that appropriate Dirichlet data is prescribed on the boundary T of fi. The basis of our method is the hyperbolic limit of (1.1):
(1.2) un = f in fi.
For (1.2) we assume u is given on the inflow portion of T, rin(fi) = {(x,oer>.«<o}, where « is the unit outer normal to fi. Given a triangulation of fi, one may develop a finite element approximation for (1.2) in an explicit manner, processing the triangles one at a time in an order consistent with domain of dependence requirements. That such an ordering always exists is shown in [4] . Our finite element approximation uh will be a continuous piecewise polynomial of degree < «. We start uh as a standard interpolant (e.g., piecewise equinodal) on Tin(fi), and define it in individual triangles T by the conditions
0-3)_ ((uh)a,vh)T = (f,vh)T, all vhEPn_p(T)(T).
Here, ( , )r is the L (T) inner product, Pk(T) is the space of polynomials of degree < k over T, and p(T) is the number of inflow sides that T has. Assuming no triangle side is parallel to a, p(T) is unequivocally equal to either 1 (a type I triangle) or 2 (a type II triangle). For a triangle T of either type, the dimension of the test space in (1.3) is equal to the number of remaining degrees of freedom for uh in T, given that it will already be known on the inflow side(s) of T when conditions (1.3) are imposed. We assume n > 2, for if « = 1 the inner product conditions (1.3) are vacuous for a type II triangle. The method (1.3) was proposed by Reed and Hill [6] . In [1] , the approximate solution was shown to satisfy an error bound of the form (1.4) \\uh -u\\L2m < Ch \\u\\H.+i[a), although the optimal 0(«"+l) convergence rate is commonly observed computationally. Numerical evidence [l] also indicates that the method handles discontinuities well, with relatively little spurious propagation to other parts of the domain. These properties, together with the fact that it employs a continuous approximation subspace, make the method a potentially attractive candidate for extension to convection-dominated convection-diffusion problems.
Returning to the convection-diffusion problem ( l. I), we retain the distinction between type I and type II triangles, based on the convection term. One way to accommodate the presence of diffusion would be to simply include an additional inner product of o(uh)xx against vh in (1.3). However, we have found that the following alternative yields better accuracy for convection-dominated problems:
((uh)n-<j(uh)xx, vh)T + a i \{uh)+x-(uh)\ (1.5) Jr^T)1
= (f,vh)T, a\\vhEPn_p{T)(T).
Here, T*m(T) is the inflow boundary of T, exclusive of any sides lying on the boundary of fi, if T should have any. For a point P ET*n(T), where the first derivative of uh is in general discontinuous, (uh)^(P)= lim (uh)x(P±ea).
The integral over r*n(r) is taken with respect to arclength, with e{ and « denoting unit vectors in the x and outer normal directions (equivalently, ei ■ n = «! , the horizontal component of n ). The T*n(T) integral in (1.5) produces a more tractable boundary term when (1.5) is integrated by parts. An analogous boundary integral appears in the discontinuous Galerkin method for (1.2) [3] .
The finite element method (1.5) is explicit. Accordingly, a restriction on the size of (1.6) iS$ h emerges as a stability condition, where « and k are the triangle projections onto the x and t axes. In a convection-dominated case with a < h , this need not be a severe restriction. Moreover, the "time step" k may be varied spatially,
vfie] ■ ndx
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Assuming the stability condition is met, we will establish error estimates of the form (1.7) \\uh -k||L2(0) < Cq~ly/ahn\\u\\H,,+,{Q),
where C signifies a generic constant, independent of u and the triangulation. For fixed a > 0, (1.7) and (1.8) give 0(h") error bounds for both uh and (u")x-For a family of problems in which a is proportional to h , the bound on uh improves to 0(hn+l/2). This is the same as that obtained in [2, 5] for the streamline diffusion method with o < « . The latter method requires fi to be triangulated in strips t¡<t< í;+1 , and the approximation is implicit within the strips. We note that the bounds (1.7) and (1.8) become meaningless as a -» 0 for a fixed triangulation, for in this limit, ?->0 too. A refinement of the basic analysis will handle this limit correctly, producing in place of (1.7), (1.8) the corresponding hyperbolic estimates, 0(h"+l/ ), 0(h"~]' ), given in [1] .
In the following four sections, we analyze the finite element scheme under the assumption that (1.1) and its discretization are spatially periodic. This precludes the possibility of physical inflow or outflow boundaries. In §2 we state our assumptions on the triangulation and show that the approximate solution is well defined provided q is sufficiently small. In §3 we obtain a global stability result and then use it in §4 to obtain the error estimates (1.7) and (1.8). The hyperbolic limit o -> 0 is dealt with in §5. In §6 we remove the assumption of periodicity in x . The prescription (1.5) must then be altered for triangles with a side lying along the outflow boundary where "parabolic" boundary data for u is given. In the convection-dominated case a < 0(h), the resulting disturbance can be confined to an outflow boundary layer. Computational results are given in §7.
Preliminaries
Here we state our basic assumptions and prove existence and uniqueness of the approximate solution.
Our analysis will apply to a family of problems (1.1) for which a-, is uniformly positive and o > 0. In § §2-5, we assume (1.1) and its discretization are spatially periodic and take fi to consist of a single period, [0, X] x (0, T), say. This allows us to defer the issue of spatial boundary conditions to a later section, simplifying the exposition. Figure 7 .1a illustrates such a situation, with uh evolving (explicitly) upward through alternate layers of type I and type II triangles. In addition to being periodic, we assume our triangulations have the following properties:
HI. The ratio of the maximum to minimum « over a triangulation is uniformly bounded, and similarly for k . H4. |q • « | is uniformly bounded away from zero over all sides of all triangles. Assumptions H1 and H2 imply that our triangulations are the result of compressing by factors h , k in directions x, t, respectively, a set of quasi-uniform triangulations with side length 0( 1 ) and minimum angle bounded away from zero. H3 will be needed to permit upstream propagation of "parabolic" information, and H4 is a requirement of the hyperbolic analysis in [1] . Conditions H1-H3 are automatically satisfied by a family of uniform isosceles triangulations like that shown in Figure 7 .1a, provided k < 0(h). Note that, in general, H2 implies that k < 0(h) as « -* 0. We now establish existence and uniqueness of the approximate solution. For a triangle T with dimensions « and k , we define X = I> t=k'
and transform the inner product relations (1.5) to a "reference" triangle T for which h -k = \ . The result can be written is û h = 0 in T.
Proof. Since uh = 0 on rin(r), we may factor from uh a function C e P , f,(T) for which C = 0 on rin(r). An illustration appears in Figure 2 .1. For a type I triangle, C is the distance from the inflow side; for a type II triangle, C is the product of coordinates Ç and r\ aligned with the two inflow sides. We thus have the representation ûh = Cwh, C = 0onr;n(f), whEPn_p{t)(f).
We choose vh in (2.12) to be wh. Integrating twice by parts and using the fact that (C)" > 0 in the interior of f, we obtain
where // is a positive constant. Using inverse inequalities and equivalence of norms in the reference triangle,
Thus the choice vh = wh in (2.12) gives P\\û>h\\t-Cô\\wh\\2r<0.
This implies wh = 0 (hence ûh = 0) for sufficiently small à, e.g., for à E
The parameters on which A in (2.10) depends are the reference triangle t, unit vector à, and à E [0, a0]. The set S of all such parameters is closed and bounded, and \\A~ W^ is continuous over it. Therefore, supv \\A~ H^ is \A '|l.
Hence, from (2.11), attained at an element of S, implying the existence of a uniform bound on :, from (2.11),
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Transforming back to the actual triangle T, applying (2.8) and (2.9), and recalling that k < 0(h), we obtain Lemma 2.3. For q sufficiently small, (2.13) l|w,llr<c(\/^|M/;|rin(r) + (7«vT|(M/;);|ri;(r) + /c||/||r).
Stability
In this section we derive a global stability result for the finite element scheme, implicitly assuming q to be small enough so that uh is well defined. A key test where t, and t2 denote function of the hyperbolic analysis [1] was (uh the unit tangents to the two outflow (inflow) sides to a type I (type II) triangle, taken counterclockwise, and (u,)T _ is the corresponding mixed derivative. (See Figure 3. 1.) Fortunately, this is also a good test function for the diffusion term o(uh)xx. For if cr is a positive constant, k = 0(h ) is required for boundedness of q . Thus by assumption H3, triangle sides must become more nearly horizontal as h -> 0, and this causes (uh)z T to behave like (uh)xx. Another key test function which works well for both convection and diffusion terms is Pn_~,uh, where P"_2 is the L~ projection operator into Pn_2(T). Together, these test functions lead to control over u, and its derivatives.
Type I triangle
Type II triangle Figure 3 .1
In what follows, all norms and inner products are taken over T unless otherwise signified, and /( • ) will denote an integral around the boundary T(T). We denote by I(T) the triangle(s) lying along the upstream side of F*m(T) ; if r*m(T) = 0 we define I(T) = 0 also.
We first bound the inflow boundary integral in (1.5) in terms of (uh)n , a quantity that can be controlled directly.
Lemma 3.1. The integral over r*n(r) in (1.5) can be bounded as follows:
[K).v "("/,), vh e{-ndx <C<7llKU7'U/(7 (7) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Proof. We assume r*n(T) ^ 0, for otherwise the result is trivially true. Via the Schwarz inequality, (2.2), and (2.3),
Let T denote the unit tangent along the boundary of T, measured clockwise, and "=("') the unit outer normal. The directional derivatives (uh)a and (uh)T along r*n(r) are given by
Since («A)T is continuous along r*n(r),
Thus by assumption H3, H4, and (2. 
where V(T) = T(T) -(T(T) n r,"(fi)).
Proof. Taking vh = 2Pn_2uh in (1.5) and integrating ((uh)xx, P"_2uh) = ((uh)xx, uh) by parts over T, we obtain + ea\\(u,)f + C^ (llK)J2ru"r, + II/»2) .
where e > 0. Replacing y by |, we may write \y\ < ea\\(uh)x\\2 + Q ((1 + eq)\\(uh)J2TuJiT) + ||/||2) .
Fixing e at a value less than 2 and substituting in (3.4), we obtain (3.3) with í = 2-e. D
The stability result (3.3) will not stand alone because of the presence of 2 ||(«/¡)(t||7-u/(7.) on the right-hand side. However, this is a quantity which we can control via the second test function
This test function approaches a scalar multiple of (uh)xx as q -> 0, in a sense made precise by the following lemma. 
Hence, v*h has the representation (3.5), wherê
Applying assumption H4 and (2.2), then (2.4) and (2.5):
lkll<C^||K)(tA.||+(|)"||K)rOT||j <C^\\(uh)J<Cq-\\(uh)J. D Lemma 3.4. As in Figure 3 .1, let T3(T) denote the inflow (outflow) side of a type I (typell) triangle, 0, and 0, the two interior angles of T adjoining T}(T), and nt, i = 1,2,3, the unit outer normals to the three sides of T. For vh-v*h, the inner products in (1.5) then satisfy the following relations, with e an arbitrary positive constant:
where \r\<ea\\(uh)xx\\2 + C^\\(uh)J2. (ii) From (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain (3.8) with \r\ = ^\{{uh\xx,¥)\<Cq\\(uh)xx\\-\\(uh)J, from which the desired result follows, upon application of the Schwarz inequality.
(iii) Using (3.1) and Lemma 3. Proof. We first consider the case of a type I triangle T, for which (uh)n can be used as a test function. Upon application of (3.2), this choice leads to \\(uh)J<o\\(uh)xx\\ + c(q\\(uh)JTul(T) + \\f\\).
By the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, n;=I(a-«,)
Now note that (3.11) remains valid upon replacement of <t||(ma)ïv.|| by 4^C'ct||(ma)vv||2 provided q < -^ . Substitution of (3.14) and (3.15) into (3.11) then yields (3.12).
We next assume that T is of type II and take vh = Pn2 (uh)n in (1.5). This yields, in analogy with (3.13) and (3.14): 
where A is a positive constant. Combining (3.17) and (3.18), we obtain Note that in the above proof, we have not used the fact that ex • n = 0 on rom(fi). The result therefore holds not just over an entire triangulation of fi but also over any subset of triangles fi' for which rjn(fi') c rin(fi) (in which case uh can be developed in fi' independently of fi -fi' ).
Error estimates
We now use the local stability result 
E ¥n_ {T)(T) is defined by {s,v.)~°L >i)+x -("/)* \vnex-ndx, all vh e Pn_p(T)(T).
As in [1] , we define u¡ as follows:
(i) u, -u at the vertices of T.
(ii) On each side 17 of T, / (u -u¡) v dx = 0 for polynomials v(x) of degree < « -2.
(iii) / / (u -u,)w dxdy = 0 for polynomials w E P"_3(7").
The following error estimates hold for u¡, where || ||n+1 denotes the norm on H"+\T): \r + 4ri + -\\Pn_2(r + s)\\n<Ck h ||w||"+in.
Integration by parts yields (r + s,eh)çi= f (u-u,)e,a-ndx-a / (w-u, eg\\(eh)Ja + Jah II"IIji+i.qWhen the above inequalities are added to C| times (4.12), and e replaced by § , the desired result follows. D
We can now obtain global error estimates by taking e sufficiently small in (4.10) and combining with (4.9). Assuming an optimal-order interpolant has been chosen for uh on r/n(fi), we have (for different constants than in (4.9) ): \\u-uh\\a<Cy/cJq-lhn\\u\\n+ia.
We summarize some special cases of the error estimates (4.14)-(4.16) and (4.19). 1 ) For constant a > 0, independent of «, we obtain 0(h") convergence for uh and (uh)x and 0(h"~l) for (uh)it. Both derivative estimates are of optimal order on a mesh for which k -0(h ). 2) For a proportional to « as h -* 0, the stability condition allows k to be chosen in proportion to « .
Here we obtain 0(hn+]/2) convergence for uh and 0(h") (optimal) for (uh)x and (uh)n. 3) If a < 0(h) as « -* 0 (i.e., | -» 0), we would still want to take k proportional to « for approximability, causing q -> 0 as « -> 0. The estimate for (wA)it remains of optimal order; however, the others deteriorate. A threshold is a -0(hi/2), for which the estimates for uh and (ma) have declined to 0(hn+ ) and 0(h"~ ), the same as those previously obtained in [1] for the hyperbolic limit. In the next section, we show that these same estimates hold in the gap a e (0, 0(h )).
The convection-dominated case
We now extend the preceding analysis to the hyperbolic limit of (1.1). In this section, we assume 0<cr<(3(«)as/¡-»0
and consider a family of triangulations for which the aspect ratio | is uniformly bounded away from zero and infinity. In this setting, assumption H2 is the standard minimum angle condition, H3 is vacuous, and ^-»0 as « -► 0.
In place of Lemma 3.2 we derive the following result, which remains well behaved regardless of the size of a . The first of these can be obtained by taking k = h in (2.13), then using the bound l("/,);ir*(71 ^ C (l(MA)rlr*"(7-, + ^IKMa)JI/(7-)) '
which arises from assumption H4 and (2.3). The second can be shown by writing uh = uh(P) + wh for fixed P E T-m(T) and observing that wh satisfies the same inner product relations (1.5) as uh . Applying (5.3) to wh , then using the inequalities \\Vuh\\ = \\Vwh\\<Ch-l\\wh\\
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gives ( and (5.6) now yield the following analog of (3.11):
("a)Vt , sin0,sin02 IK)Jr3m + (JIKMAUI2 (5.7) ' a'n IIjL,(«-",)
< C [f2\\(uh)J2TuI(T) + h\(uh)frjT) + h-2\\Pn_2f\\2 + ll/ll2) .
To complete the proof for a type I triangle, we add ^ times (3.13) to (5. in+i.nThese bounds were shown in [1] to apply when a = 0. We have thus analyzed the finite element method (1.5) over the complete range a > 0. A summary appears in Table 5 .1. Case A. a > 0(h) as « -> 0. Here the diffusion term is dominant, and we must take k < 0(h) as « -► 0 for stability. Since H3 holds for triangle sides not lying along x = 0 or x = 1, all such sides must approach horizontal as « -► 0, implying that inflow triangles asymptotically are of type II and outflow triangles of type I. We assume this is invariably the case.
Inflow triangles require special consideration because H3 cannot be satisfied along the x = 0 side as « -» 0. We can deal with this by relabelling the sides so that r3 (7) is the x = 0 side, rather than the outflow side as depicted in For an outflow triangle T, the inner product conditions (1.5) must be modified to accommodate the outflow boundary condition. We consider the most obvious alternative: fixing uh on the x = 1 outflow side and treating the triangle as though it were of type II, with P"_2(r) as the test space in (1.5). To deal with the fact that H3 will not be satisfied on x = 1 , we relabel the triangle sides so that r3(T) is the x = 1 side. <c(«-'|iK),||2 + iK)r|23m).
The last inequality above reflects the fact that r3(T) has length k . Replacing <7||(wA)A.J2 in (3.11) by qo\\(uh)xx\\2 where q< 1 , then using (3.14) and (6.2), we obtain the desired result. D
We now multiply (6.1 ) by &£-and add to (3.3), as before. On the left side of If a is small compared to « , treating outflow triangles as in case A will result in oscillations. It is thus inappropriate for convection-dominated problems. Our strategy here will be to triangulate fi in such a way that the outflow boundary is removed from the domain of dependence of uh in the interior. This could be achieved, for example, via the mesh shown in Figure 6 .1, where the vertical lines act as barriers to right-to-left propagation of information. This triangulation is compatible with the conditions of our analysis, and the previous error estimates will be valid over a reduced domain which excludes those triangles that impinge on x = 1 . The effect of the boundary condition at x = 1 will thus be confined to an outflow layer, where a special technique could be employed.
We note that the decay rate which separates cases A and B above also acts as a threshold for the streamline diffusion method [2, 5] , where for a < h 
Computational results
We present numerical results for the quadratic ( n = 2 ) version of the finite element method, as applied to two test problems. The first problem, We take a to make an angle of 60 degrees with the horizontal and use a uniform isosceles triangulation of the domain, as depicted in Figure 7 .1a. Along lines t = constant, consecutive grid points for piecewise quadratic approximation are separated by Ax = h/2. We take the "Courant number" ¡^ to be less than 1 , so that uh is propagated upward through alternate layers of type I and type II triangles. Ratios of consecutive errors in both uh and (uh)x have a limiting value of 4, as predicted by our analysis. For this problem we experimentally observed a stability condition of -^K < ^ = .433, the same as would occur for a finite difference discretization {Ax) ¿ of ( 1.1 ) using a forward difference in time and centered differences in space. Table 7 .2 contains results for a convection-dominated case of (7.1) in which a = Ax and -p-j = .3 (yielding Courant number .17). The ratios indicate that the optimal rate of convergence for quadratics, 0(h ), is occurring, vs. a theoretical prediction of 0(h ' ). We speculate that this improved rate is due to damping of the error as the approximate solution develops, as has been shown for the discontinuous Galerkin method for (1.2) [7] . Table 7 .3 provides justification for including the integral over r*n(r) in (1.5). The results shown there are for the same conditions as in Table 7 .2, except that the inflow integral was omitted in generating uh . The order of accuracy degrades to 0(h~). The second test problem for which we give numerical results is ua = ouxx, 0 < x < 1, t > 0, has a boundary layer at x = 1 which becomes sharper as a -> 0. Using the triangulation shown in Figure 7 .1b, with boundary conditions provided for as in Case A of §6, we computed the numerical steady state solution and its L error. The results shown in Table 7 .4 correspond to a a .60 degree angle, as measured from the horizontal, a = .1, and ^K = .39. These results are A.V" 2 roughly consistent with an 0(h ) rate of convergence. 
